This paper introduces novel approaches for analysis of the double wishbone suspension mechanism. In the literature, to the best of our knowledge there is no analysis study available for the double wishbone mechanis m that is performed "analyt ically". Init ially kinematic model of the double wishbone mechanis m is established. Then, a kinematic analysis methodology is presented. This analysis procedure is carried out analytically. The essential parameters; camber, caster, kingpin, toe angles, and track variat ion are defined according to the kinemat ic model. A double wishbone suspension mechanis m is synthesized as an examp le by using the method presented in this study. Variat ions of the essential parameters with respect to wheel travel are plotted. The synthesized mechanis m is established both in Lotus Suspension Analysis and Catia software and same results with the analytical model are obtained. Thus, it is verified that mechanisms of different dimensions c an be analyzed and parameters can be optimized precisely and swiftly by using this analytical approach.
Introduction
The purpose of a vehicle suspension is to maximize the contact between tires and road surface fo r good road holding, to provide steering stability fo r good handling and to ensure comfort of passengers for good ride. Veh icles' road holding and handling performance main ly depend on the kinematic characteristics of vehicle suspension systems. Fro m a kinemat ics point of view, a suspension system can be defined as a combination of lin ks and joints. Changes in orientation and positions undergone by wheel during bu mp and rebound a re called the kinematic characteristics defined by means of some functional parameters, whose values are specified by the design. A higher performance in the design is achieved as kinemat ic characteristics are improved. The most important kinematic paramet ers of suspension systems that effect handling, road holding, and ride characteristics are camber, caster, kingpin, and toe angle (Reimpell and Stoll, 1998) . Coord inates of hard points and/or lengths of lin kages are common ly considered as design variables to optimize performance of suspension systems. Due to the co mplexity of suspension systems, models are usually developed by using some commercial software.
Independent suspension is a broad term for any vehicle suspension system that allows each wheel on t he same axle to move independently of each other. Independent suspension typically offers better ride quality and handling characteristics, due to lower unsprung weight and ability of each wheel to address road undisturbed by activities of other wheel on vehicles. The existence of different topologies and configurat ions confirms that there is no unique solution adapting well to all situations (Raghavan, 1991) . The Macpherson strut (Habibi, et al., 2008 ) is a popular choice due to its simp licity and lo w manufacturing cost, but the design has a few disadvantages. Kinematic analysis shows it can't allow vert ical movement of the wheel without some degree of either camber ang le change. It is not generally considered to give as good handling as a double wishbone s uspension, because it allows the engineers less freedo m in design. A double wishbone suspension is an independent suspension design using two wishbone -shaped arms to locate wheel. Th is type of suspension system is also known as the acronym SLA (short -long arm) due to its unequal length of arms. A double wishbone suspension is basically a spatial four-mechanism (Russell, et al., 2009 ). Each wishbone is connected by two revolute joints to the chassis and by one spherical jo int to the knuckle. Shock absorber and coil spring mount to the wishbones to control vertical movement. In the case of front axle, steering knuckle is connected to chassis by means of tie-rod using spherical jo ints as seen in Fig. 1 . Rear suspensions may contain a similar link, called control lin kage. Thus, due to this configuration, the whole three-dimensional kinemat ic chain is named RSSR-SSP (R: revolute, S: spherical, P: pris matic). Large nu mber of design parameters necessary to define a double-wishbone suspension system makes it easy to approach the kinemat ic characteristic accurately, but at the same time, it is more d ifficu lt to synthesize due to the large nu mber o f parameters involved in the three -d imensional problem. Double wishbone designs allow the engineer to carefully control the motion of the wheel throughout suspension travel, controlling such parameters as camber angle, caster angle, toe pattern, roll center height and mo re. The disadvantage is that it is slightly more co mplex than other systems like a MacPherson strut. Double w ishbones are usually considered to have superior dynamic characteristics and are still available on higher performance vehicles. Kinemat ic design of double-wishbone suspension system using a mu lt i object ive d imensional synthesis technique is focused (Sancibrian, et al., 2010) . A new design optimizat ion framework for suspension systems considering the kinemat ic characteristics, such as the camber angle, caster angle, kingpin inclination angle, and toe angle in the presence of uncertainties is proposed (Wu, et al., 2014) . A general method of the kinematic synthesis of suspension mechanis ms is presented (Suh, 1989) . Design and implementation of a double wishbone front suspension for a vineyard-orchard tractor is dealed (Ubert i, et al., 2015) . Kinemat ic design methodology of a suspension system using axio mat ic design is presented (Bae, et al., 2002) . Dynamic analysis of the double wishbone automotive suspension system using the point-joint coordinates formulat ion is presented (Attia, 2002) . Two position synthesis method is applied to obtain desired camber variation of an approximated double-wishbone mechanism (Tan ık and Parlaktas, 2015) . Formulat ion of a co mprehensive kineto-dynamic quarter-car model to study the kinematic and dynamic properties of a lin kage suspension, and influences of linkage geomet ry on selected performance measures is presen ted (Balike, et al., 2011) .
In the literature, to the best of our knowledge there is no analysis study available for the double wishbone mechanis m that is performed "analytically". In most foundations such suspension systems are analy zed v ia high cost software that are based on numerical methods (e.g. Lotus suspension analysis programmer). In this study, we presented a novel kinematic analysis procedure for double wishbone suspension mechanism based on analytical methods. The proposed analytical model can be used precisely for the kinemat ic design and analysis of double wishbone mechanis ms instead of co mmercial software. In this study, init ially kinematic model of the double wishbone suspension mechanis m is established. Then, an analysis procedure of the double wishbone mechanism is proposed. The kinemat ic parameters; camber, caster, kingpin, toe angles and track variation are defined according to the model. In the design examp le, a specific mechanism is analy zed and the kinematic parameters determined fro m t he analytical model are p lotted with respect to wheel travel. The same mechanism is analyzed by two different co mmercial software and the results are compared. With this study, camber, caster, kingpin (steering axis inclination), toe, and track variat ion w ith respect to wheel travel of the double wishbone mechanism can be analyzed.
Kinematic model of the double wishbone suspension mechanism
A double wishbone suspension is essentially an RSSR-SSP lin kage when steering is variable as shown in Fig. 2 , and it is RSSR-SS (Shen, et al., 2014) when steering is fixed at a specific position. RSSR-SSP mechanism is constituted by rigidly connecting an SSP linkage; DEF, to the RSSR lin kage; OABC . When P joint is fixed to a specific position, RSSR-SS lin kage can be analyzed with the proposed analytical model in this study. DOF (degree -of-freedom) of the RSSR-SSP mechanism is three. However, one of these freedo ms, wh ich is the rotation of the tie rod with respect to its own axis (FE line), is redundant. Therefore, effective DOF of the mechanis m is two, where one is assigned to steering and the other to suspension travel. Since steering bo x o f vehicles is located transversely and symmet rically, steering input is towards X-axis as seen in Fig. 2 . Rotation axis of the lower wishbone is on the direction of motion of vehicle which is assigned as Y-axis. Rotation axis of the upper wishbone can be defined with two structure angles:  and . Here,  is the anti-dive (or lift) ang le,  is yaw angle of the upper wishbone. According to Parlaktas, 2011, 2015) . 
Analysis of the double wishbone mechanism
Since a double wishbone mechanis m is formed by RSSR and SSP linkages, the co mplete kinematic analysis can be performed with two independent loops which are OABCO and OADEFO (Fig.2) . In itially, loop of the RSSR lin kage; OABC O is taken into consideration. It should be noted that, the position of ball joint at F is considered to be fixed at a specific position. In o rder to perfo rm the analysis of RSSR linkage, the requ ired structure parameters are: l l , l u , l k , , and . When these parameters are specified, RSSR linkage can be analyzed for a given set of lower wishbone angle  as 
Unit vector of the lower wishbone can be defined as:
By using Eqns. (4-6) one can determine positions of the wishbones and knuckle fo r a given set of  in closed-form equation set. Now, the loop of the SSP linkage; OADEFO is taken into consideration to co mplete the analysis. For this analysis, the required structure parameters are: in itial coordinates of ball joints E and F (note that F is fixed to a specific position). Then, t ie rod length can be determined as: r = |⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗|, and effect ive steering arm length (ED) can be calculated by using the point to line distance formula as: a = |⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ × ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗| /| ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗| .
Toe variat ion of the mechanis m due to input  can be determined by focusing the constraints in OADEFO loop.
The first constraint states that for every position of the mechanism tie rod length remains constant, thus:
The second constraint states that for every position of the mechanism steering arm length remains constant, thus:
where
The third constraint states that for every position of the mechanis m the steering arm vector and the knuckle vector are perpendicular to each other ( ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗  ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ ). Since scalar product of two perpendicular vectors is equal to zero; ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ • ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ = 0.
Rearranging Eq. (9) we obtain:
where the known parameters are:
In Eqns. (7), (8), and (10) the unknown parameters are E x , E y , and E z wh ich are the new coordinates of the spherical joint E of the steering arm. These three equations can be solved for three unknowns. At this stage, all positions of the joints are determined. Now formu lat ions for camber, caster, kingpin, toe angles, and track variat ion with respect to wheel travel are required to co mplete the analysis. Generally in suspension analyses, variation of these parameters with respect to wheel travel is preferred. A lthough we specified the lower wishbone angle as input variab le, corresponding wheel travel is calculated for demonstration purpose. In order to determine wheel travel accurately, vectors through the point of contact of tire to the wheel hub should be calculated. Therefore, vectors between the points HG, GW, and WJ are required (Fig. 2) . In this study, "static position" of the suspension system presents the position where both wheel t ravel and steering angle is equal to zero. The static position is presented by subscript " 0 ". At static position, rotation axis of the hub must be on XZ plane. Thus, at the static position of the suspension system, unit vector o f the hub (GW) can be determined as: 
where 0 is the positive static camber position of wheel ( Fig. 3(a) ). The static position of wheel center can be determined from: In order to obtain any position of the vectors which are on the knuckle, rotation mat rices can be used and the following procedure can be emp loyed. Caster offset GH, hub GW, and steering arm ED are on the same rig id body (parts of the knuckle) thus, all of the unit vectors on this body will have the same rotation during motion of the suspension. Therefore, once rotation of any unit vector is determined (e.g a ⃑⃑⃑⃗), other unit vectors can be determined with the associated rotation matrices . Now, let 's determine rotation matrices of the unit vector of steering arm fro m its init ial position (static position) a 0 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ to any position a ⃑⃑⃑⃗. Here, rotation of the knuckle is considered to be superposition of two d ifferent rotations. Init ially, rotation of the knuckle about its own axis is disregarded. Since the unit vector k ⃑⃑⃑⃗ is calculated fro m Eq. (5) for every position of the mechanis m (for every ), the amount of rotation of k ⃑⃑⃑⃗ can be determined from cross product as:
where k λ ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ is the rotation axis which is perpendicu lar to the plane constituted by k ⃑⃑⃑⃗ and k 0 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ as seen in Fig. 3(b) , and it is determined as:
⃑⃑⃑⃗ is fixed on k ⃑⃑⃑⃗, after obtaining the amount of rotation , a 0λ ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ is also determined as seen in Fig. 3(b) .
The second rotation required to co mplete the analysis is the rotation of knuckle about the unit vector k ⃑⃑⃑⃗, wh ich can be determined from Fig. 3(c) as:
The rotation matrix about an axis in the direction of unit vector ⃑⃗, by an angle of  is: Since we obtained the associated rotation matrices, the unit vector hub ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ fro m its in itial position ( hub0 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗) to any current position can be determined as:
Similarly, using the same rotation matrices any position of the wheel hub can be determined as: Also note that, tr ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ must be perpendicular to hub ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗, because hub ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ represents the direction of wheel rotation. Therefore, dot product of these vectors is equal to zero: hubx • rx + hubz • rz = 0
According to these conditions tr ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ can be determined as:
Wheel travel can be determined fro m the d ifference between init ial and current positions of the vector fro m point O to J: ∆ ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ = ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ − 0 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗ Thus, it can be determined by using Eqns. (5), (6), (16), and (17) as:
Z-co mponent of the vector given in Eq. (18), OJ z is the wheel travel of the suspension. Fro m X-co mponent of this vector the track variation can be determined as 2 OJ x . Here, OJ x is mu ltiplied by two, since the track variat ion is calculated for two wheels.
Finally, camber, caster, kingpin, and toe angles are measured as shown in Fig. 4 . Camber angle of the suspension system regarding the toe angle variation can be calculated from the angle between the hub direction and Z -axis as:
Caster angle of the suspension system regarding the toe angle variation can be calcu lated fro m the angle between the unit vector perpendicular to the projection of the hub direction on XY plane and the unit vector of the knuckle as: 
where positive values of β represents toe-in and negative values represents toe-out. 
Example
Analyze a double wishbone suspension mechanism for the fo llo wing parameters: Fig. 5(a) it can be observed that, static camber value that corresponds to zero wheel travel is equal to -0.25°, and the camber angle varies between -1.9°…+0.83° throughout the wheel travel. Fro m Fig . 5(b) , static caster angle value of the suspension system is observed as 3.9°, and the caster angle varie s between 1.5°…6.1° throughout the wheel travel.
Fro m Eqns. (21) and (22) kingpin and toe angle variations with respect wheel travel can be determined as in Fig. 6 . As it is observed fro m Fig. 6(a) , static kingpin value is equal to 9.4°, and kingpin angle varies between 8.4°…11.1° throughout the wheel travel. Fro m Fig. 6(b) it is observed that, static toe angle is equal to zero, and max toe angle value during a bump is equal to -0.9°. Fro m Eq. (18) the track variation with respect to wheel travel can be de termined as in Fig. 7 . The results which are determined by the analytical model proposed in this study should be verified by other means. For this purpose, two different verificat ion tools are emp loyed. The same double wishbone suspension mechanism is modeled both in Catia and Lotus Suspension Analysis. The values of camber, caster, kingpin, and toe angles are checked accordingly. Since the analyzed system is a rigid mechanis m the results should be same (or extremely s mall). As expected, the same results with the analyt ical model are obtained both in Catia and Lotus. In Table 1 
Conclusions
In this study, init ially kinematic model of the double wishbone mechanism is established. Then, an analysis procedure of the double wishbone mechanism is presented. For verification purpose, two different software packages are utilized and it is observed that results of the analytical model are same with the results of co mmercial software. Thus, it is verified that the proposed analytical model can be used precisely for the kinematic analysis and design of double wishbone mechanism instead of commercial software.
During analysis with co mmercial software packages, suspensions must be re -drawn each time when dimensions, orientations, and hard points are changed. However, with this analytical approach only the input variables of the code are changed and camber, caster, kingpin (steering axis inclination), toe, and t rack variation with respect to wheel t ravel are displayed instantly. Mechanisms of different dimensions can be analyzed and parameters can be optimized swift ly. Thus, time consumed during design stage decreases significantly by the aid of this analytical approach.
